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SIGNIFICANT
SAVINGS

Maintenance fees
█

█

Administrative time
█

█

Limit the time of use of the platform. The module being
proactive, it provides cost savings right after installation,
and not just by doing passive management from data
analysis.
Each data is available in less than three clicks and the
platform is very intuitive.

Working hours
█

█

The module validates the real time spent at the client’s
location to make sure to pay the exact number of hours
and bill customers correctly.
The module provides a better overview of the trips and
stops made.
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IMPROVING FLEET
MANAGEMENT

Our web platform provides a Maintenance menu. This
menu is used to manage the maintenance of the fleet
vehicles. It is possible to manage the maintenance by
period, mileage and/or by engine hours.

This menu allows fleet managers to ensure that no
maintenance is performed late or in advance. All
maintenances will be done on time, limiting vehicles’
wear and tear.

Gas
█

█

█

Idle killer : Geothentic’s patented idle killer system
automatically and safely turns off the engine of an un
necessary idling vehicle, after a customer-determined
time.

*According to Natural Resources Canada, one hour of idling represents a $10
loss in gas and maintenance fees.

Excess speeding : With Geothentic’s Speed Alert, it is
possible to limit speeding and thus reduce fuel costs.

*At a speed of 120 km/h, a vehicle consumes about 20% more fuel than if it
was running at 100 km/h.

Professional/Personal trips : With the Orca module,
fleet managers can see each trip, allowing them to better
manage their fleet.

█

Real time localization ;

█

Proactive options to help managers (speed alert, idle
killer, automatic restart, ...) ;

█

█

Management reports (idling time, speeding, driving report
by driver, ...) ;
Maintenance management.
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